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period of sacrifice and self-deprivation which is behind them.
Since the riches of earth are still untapped for the greater
part, and land available for three or four times as large a
population, it could take generations before they would
ever turn their eyes toward the property of other nations.
We waited for several hours. Sadkov had long exhausted
his urgent desire to tell me all he knew about Arctic flying.
He charged Ivan Alexandrovitch to keep watch while he
would go under deck and sleep for a while. At the first
spell of clear weather, was his command, Ivan Alexandro-
vitch was to wake him up. We would then fly back a little
up-stream to be nearer the shore of the river and stay there
until the weather would change definitely. *I am sick of
going up and coming down every ten minutes5, he said.
When the sun came through, Sadkov got up and we
started. A curtain of rain was hanging down from the
sky. A rainbow stood before us supporting himself on
legs firmly pressed against the surface of the water. Sadkov
swung our course a little to the right and left as if he
wanted to scratch the supports of the rainbow with our wings.
Then he handed me his white celluloid pad. He had
scratched the words 'Arc de Triomphe5 on it In French.
'Getting romantic, comrade pilot5,1 wrote back after erasing
his writing from the glossy surface of the tablet with my glove.
I could feel the plane tremble as he took one hand off the
steering to write one more reply and was damned glad when
I had it in front of me, knowing that now at last he would
again attend to his job. 'Dickens would have understood
me'5 he had scribbled. And unconcerned with my lack of
poetic sympathy he flew majestically through the centre
of the rainbow.
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